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Probabilities in equilibrium statistical
mechanics



Microcanonical ensemble:
- isolated systems with fixed number of particles and volume and

energy in the small interval [E, E + ∆]

- equal a priori probabilities postulate, ergodic hypothesis

In the limit  ∆→0,



Canonical ensemble:
- Systems with fixed number of particles and volume in weak

thermal contact with the environment (heat bath at temperature T) 
- Hamiltonian of the total system (W is the interaction term) is

1 – system of interest
2 – heat bath

Total system is isolated and described by a microcanonical ensemble.



Grand canonical ensemble:
- Systems that can exchange energy (heat) an particles with the

environment (the heat and particle reservoir at temperature T and
chemical potential µ) 

- interaction between the system and the environment is weak
(W << H1, H2)

1 – system of interest
2 – reservoir

Total system is isolated and described by a microcanonical ensemble.



- Microcanonical, canonical and grand canonical
ensembles are equivalent: in the limit of a large number
of particles, they all give the same thermodynamic
potentials (free energy, entropy)

- For the canonical and grand canonical ensemble due to 
assumed weak system – reservoir interaction, the
microscopic degrees of freedom of two are minimally
correlated

- They are minimally correlated only by the fact that the
energy of the total system (system + reservoir) is fixed.

- Beside this constraint, they are effectively statistically
independent



Probabilities for systems driven out of
equilibrium by external force



Crooks fluctuation theorem (1999):

- probability density function (PDF) of work w performed by
the parameter changes according to a protocol running between the
intial time t0 and final time tf

- PDF of work for the time reversed protocol

∆F – free energy change between the initial equilibrium state and the
final equilibrium state with the same value of the work parameter as at 
time tf (final time of the protocol)

The system is microscopically reversible and in contact
with the heat bath at temperature T.



Jarzynski nonequilibrium work relation (1997)

- Although derived independently, it is easily obtained from the
Crooks fluctuation theorem

- Applying Jensen inequality from probability theory, we obtain the
well know thermodynamic relation

- The difference is the dissipated work, or entropy
produced during this irreversible process between the initial and
final equilibrium states



Both relations were originally derived under the assumption
of weak interaction between the system and the
environment (heat bath).

This is consistent with the construction of equilibrium
statistical mechanics which relies on that assumption. 

Both relations were confirmed experimentally on small
systems in a macroscopic environment (Liphardt et al. 
2002)



The case of strong system - environment
interaction: how this leads to a redfinition of

thermodynamic potentials



Consider the Hamiltonian operator of the total system (system + bath):

Hs(t) – bare system Hamiltonian is time dependent as resulting from the
prespecified protocol of parameter changes
HSB - system – bath interaction term; time independent
HB - time independent bath Hamiltonian

In this case one obtains the quantum Tasaki – Crooks fluctuation
theorem in the case of arbitrary strong coupling (Campisi et al 2009)



Partition function of the total system

In the case of strong interaction, the partition function of the system of
interest is

TrB is the trace over the bath Hilbert space
In this way, one obtains



In statistical mechanics free energy is given by

The thermodynamic free energy of the system of interest FS is therefore
the difference between the total system free energy F and the bare 
bath free energy FB:

As 

this also implies the redefinition of thermodynamic entropy in the case
of strong system – environment interaction:



The partition function ZS(t) of the system of interest is actually equal to

where TrS is the trace over the Hilbert space of the system of interest.

The quantum Hamiltonian of mean force

in analogy to the classical Hamiltonian of mean force



This is the effective Hamiltonian that describes the marginal
equilibrium probability distribution of the system of interest. 

This leads to the renormalization of the potential VS(x,y) for the system
of interest to the potential of mean force

It is used in reaction rate theory and the study of solvent models in
biomolecular simulations.  



But most importantly, in the case of strong system –
environement coupling, this approach leads to a 
redefinition of free energy and entropy that is
not additive and extensive in the same sense as in the
case of weak coupling!  
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